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Congratulation for your new Shooting Table Basic L! This Table is ideally suitable for quick product and
material photography. The sturdy frame guarantees stability even when carrying heavy items. The height
of 80cm is a comfortable height for taking pictures. The diffuse surface (100x120cm incl. sweep) is ideal
for taking pictures of objects without shadows.

1. Number of units
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.

10 pieces
8 pieces
6 pieces
3 pieces
1 pieces
2 pieces
2 pieces
2 pieces
8 pieces
1 pieces
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2. Assembly instructions
As to ensure an optimal handling, it is suggested to check firstly the number of rods and
connection pieces, whether they are complete. Sort the different pieces to get an orderly
working surface.

Step I
Start with two C and two D rods and put them on the end
of the B pieces.

Step II
Afterwards, plug one C rod vertically through the
two B pieces, so that they fit into each other in
an L form. You will get a figure as shown besides.

Step III
The front vertical C rod includes an A
connection piece on its upper end.
Copy the figure mirror-inverted.
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Your Shooting Table should look as follows.

Step IV
Put all shown A pieces on the vertical
C rods. Afterwards, you can push the H rods
on the right and left side with the mount
from the back through the mounted A
pieces up to the A piece on the opposite.
Your assembly should now have the same
look as the figure.

Step V
Mount the two G rods on the front A
piece as shown in the picture.
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Step VI
The one E rod should be equipped
with two A pieces on both ends. Now
you can connect the rod with the
G rods from the last step.

Step VII
The two F rods will be fixed through two
screw handles as shown in the right figure.

Step VIII
Mount two A pieces on the last D rod
and put it on the F rod from Step VII.
The body of the Shooting Table is finished.
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Step IX
Finally, mount the J plate with all I clamps.
It would be the best to follow the position of the
clamps as shown in the figure. The plate
will have a good stability then.

3. Technical specifications
Please take a look on the following figure to get the single sizes of the Shooting Table.
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